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Abstract. We investigate expressiveness of a fragment of the ambient calculus,
a formalism for describing distributed and mobile computations. More precisely,
we study expressiveness of the pure and public ambient calculus from which the
capability open has been removed, in terms of the reachability problem of the
reduction relation. Surprisingly, we show that even for this very restricted fragment, the reachability problem is not decidable. At a second step, for a slightly
weaker reduction relation, we prove that reachability can be decided by reducing
this problem to markings reachability for Petri nets. Finally, we show that the
name-convergence problem as well as the model-checking problem turn out to be
undecidable for both the original and the weaker reduction relation.

1 Introduction
The ambient calculus [5] is a formalism for describing distributed and mobile computation in terms of ambients, named collections of running processes and nested subambients. A state of computation has a tree structure induced by ambient nesting. Mobility is represented by re-arrangement of this tree (an ambient may move inside or
outside other ambients) or by deletion of a part of this tree (a process may dissolve the
boundary of some ambient, revealing its contents). Mobility is ruled by the capabilities
in, out, open owned by the ambients. The ambient calculus also inherits replication,
name restriction and asynchronous communication from the π-calculus [16].
The ambient calculus is a very expressive formalism. It has been proved Turingcomplete in [5] by encoding Turing-machine computations. This encoding uses both
mobility features from the calculus as well as name restriction. However, several variants of the ambient calculus have been proposed so far [14,2,19] by adding and/or retracting features from the original calculus. In [14], the safe ambient calculus introduces
some co-capabilities. They are used as an agreement on mobility between the moving
ambient (executing a capability) and the ambient where it will move to (executing the
corresponding co-capability). The boxed ambient calculus is another variant [2]; in this
calculus, the possibility to dissolve boundary of ambients has disappeared and is replaced by a more sophisticated communication mechanism.
Studying precise expressiveness of these different variants of the ambient calculus
is crucial as it may separate necessary features from redundant ones and it may also help
to design or improve algorithms to verify [18,7,6] or analyze [11,9] programs written
in these ambient formalisms.
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Some works aimed already to study expressiveness of ambient calculus: in [20], it
is shown that the π-calculus, a formalism based only on name communication, can be
simulated in the communication-free safe ambient calculus. In [7], the pure and public
ambient calculus (an ambient calculus in which communication and name restriction
are omitted) is considered and proved to be still very powerful: for this restricted fragment, the reachability problem (i.e. given two processes P and Q, can the process P
evolve into the process Q ?) can not be decided. Recently, in two different works [13]
and [3], it has been established that this fragment is actually Turing-complete. In [3],
the authors also showed that the ambient calculus limited to open capabilities and name
restriction is Turing-complete as it can simulate counters machines computations [17].
The name restriction is needed there as if omitted, divergence for reductions of processes can be decided. In this latter paper, the following question is raised: what is the
expressiveness power of the ”dual” calculus, a calculus in which the open capability is
dropped whereas the in, out capabilities are preserved ?
In this paper, we investigate expressiveness of pure and public mobile ambients
without the open capability. Hence, the reduction of a process is limited to the rearrangement of its tree structure. To be more precise, we study the reachability problem
for such ambient processes. We show that for this calculus reachability for the reduction
relation between two processes can not be decided. To prove this result, we use a nontrivial reduction to the acceptance problem of two-counters machines [17]. We figured
out that the major source of undecidability for this fragment comes from the definition of replication as part of the structural congruence relation (the structural congruence aims to identify equivalent processes having different syntactic representations).
Indeed, we show that if this definition of replication is presented as an (oriented) reduction rule then the reachability for the reduction relation between two processes becomes
decidable. We prove this statement by reducing this problem to the reachability problem
of markings in Petri nets [15]. Finally, we investigate two problems related to reachability. The first problem is the name-convergence problem [10]: a process converges to
some name n if this process can be reduced to some process having an ambient named
n at its top-level. We show that this problem is undecidable however the definition of
replication is presented. The second problem is the model-checking problem against the
ambient logic [4]. It is easy to show that the name-convergence problem can be reduced
to an instance of the model-checking problem. Thus, this latter is undecidable as well.
The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, we give definitions for the ambient
calculus we consider here. Section 3 is devoted to the reachability problem for this
fragment. We give there a negative result: this problem is undecidable. In Section 4, we
consider a weak calculus based on a different reduction relation; we show that for this
particular case the reachability problem becomes decidable. Finally, in Section 5, we
consider other problems such as model-checking and name-convergence. We show that
for the two kinds of reduction we considered those problems are not decidable.

2 Definitions
We present in this section the fragment of the ambient calculus we consider all along
this paper. This fragment corresponds to the ambient calculus defined in [5] for which
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both name restriction, communication and the open capability have been dropped. We
call this fragment in/out ambient calculus.
We assume countably many names ranging over by n, m, a, b, c, . . .. For any name
n, we consider capabilities α of the form in n and out n. The following table defines
the syntax of processes of our calculus.
Processes:
P, Q, R ::=
0
n[P ]
!P

processes
inactivity
ambient
replication

P |Q
α.P

composition
action prefix

The semantics of our calculus is given by two relations. The reduction relation P →
Q describes the evolution of processes over time. We write →∗ for the reflexive and
transitive closure of →. The structural congruence relation P ≡ Q relates different
syntactic representations of the same process; it is used to define the reduction relation.
The structural congruence is defined as the least relation over processes satisfying
the axioms from the table below:
Structural Congruence P ≡ Q:
P
P
P
P
P
P
P

≡P
≡Q⇒Q≡P
≡ Q, Q ≡ R ⇒ P ≡ R
≡ Q ⇒ P | R ≡ Q |R
≡ Q ⇒ n[P ] ≡ n[Q]
≡ Q ⇒ α.P ≡ α.Q
≡ Q ⇒ !P ≡ !Q

(Str Refl)
(Str Symm)
(Str Trans)
(Str Par)
(Str Amb)
(Str Action)
(Str Repl)

P |0≡P
P |Q≡Q|P
(P | Q) | R ≡ P | (Q | R)
!P ≡ !P | P
!0 ≡ 0
!!P ≡ !P
!(P | Q) ≡ !P | !Q

(Str Par Zero)
(Str Par Comm)
(Str Par Assoc)
(Str Repl Copy)
(Str Repl Zero)
(Str Repl Repl)
(Str Repl Par)

The first column specifies that ≡ is a congruence relation over processes. The second
one specifies properties of the replication and parallel operators: in particular, it states
that the parallel operator is associative-commutative and has 0 as neutral element.
The reduction relation is defined as the least relation over processes satisfying the
following set of axioms:
Reduction: P → Q
n[in m.P | Q] | m[R] → m[n[P | Q] | R]
m[n[out m.P | Q] | R] → n[P | Q] | m[R]
P →Q⇒P |R→Q|R
P → Q ⇒ n[P ] → n[Q]
P  ≡ P, P → Q, Q ≡ Q ⇒ P  → Q

(Red In)
(Red Out)
(Red Par)
(Red Amb)
(Red ≡)

When writing processes, we may omit irrelevant occurrences of the inactive process
0. For instance, we may write n[] for n[0] and in a.out b for in a.out b.0.

3 The Reachability Problem for in/out Ambient Calculus
In this section we investigate the reachability problem for in/out ambient calculus:
”Given two processes P, Q, does P →∗ Q hold ?”. We show that, despite the small
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fragment of the ambient calculus we consider, this problem is undecidable by defining
a reduction to the acceptance problem of two-counters machine [17].
A two-counters machine M is given by a four tuple (Q, qi , qf , ∆) where Q is a
finite set of states, qi ∈ Q is the initial state, qf ∈ Q is the final state; ∆ is a finite
subset of (Q × {+, −, =} × {0, 1} × Q) called the transition relation. A configuration
of the machine M is given by a triple (q, c0 , c1 ) belonging to the set (Q, N, N) (where
N is the set of natural numbers); c0 , c1 are the two counters. The transition relation ∆
defines a step relation M over configurations as follows: (q, c0 , c1 ) M (q  , c0 , c1 )
iff one of the three statements is true for i, j ∈ {0, 1} and i = j: (i) (q, =, i, q  ) in ∆,
ci = ci = 0 and cj = cj , (ii) (q, +, i, q  ) in ∆, ci = ci +1 and cj = cj , (iii) (q, −, i, q  )
in ∆, ci > 0, ci = ci − 1 and cj = cj .
Let ∗M be the reflexive and transitive closure of M . A two-counters machine
accepts a natural v if (qi , v, 0) ∗M (qf , 0, 0).
Theorem 1. [17] For an arbitrary two-counters machine M and an arbitrary natural
v, it is undecidable to test whether M accepts v.
We express the acceptance problem of a natural v by a machine M in terms of
an instance of the reachability problem in the in/out ambient calculus. We encode
within a process [[(q, v0 , v1 )]] the configuration of the machine (q, v0 , v1 ) (the current
state and the values for the two counters) and the transition relation ∆ of the machine.
The step relation of the machine is then simulated by the reduction of this process. It
should be noticed that not all the different reductions that could be performed by the
process indeed participate to the step relation; the process may engage some wrong
reduction steps. However, we show that in this case, the process either goes stuck in a
form that does not correspond to some valid representation of the machine or carries
on some reduction steps but without any possibility to resume into an encoding of the
two-counters machine. Let us now describe the process [[(q, v0 , v1 )]]: we assume for
any state q occurring in ∆, two ambient names q and qt : q represents the state of the
machine and qt is used to denote a possible transition of the machine being in the state
q. The process [[(q, v0 , v1 )]] is defined as
q[in qt ] | c0 [V (v0 ) | !k[out c0 ]] | c1 [V (v1 ) | !k[out c1 ]] | [[∆]] | PG
The ambient q[in qt ] represents the current state of the machine; the ambients c0 and c1
represent the counters with their respective values V (v0 ) and V (v1 ). The parametrized
process V (v) encodes the value v recursively as: (i) V (0) = n[!I | !D | in k | a[0]]
and (ii) V (v + 1) = n[!I | !D | in k | b[0] | V (v)]. Intuitively, the value v of the
counter is given by the number of ambients n in the process V (v) minus 1. The two
processes I and D are defined as I = in i.in n.0, D = in z.in z  .out z  .out n.0: the
process I is used to increment the counter and D to decrement it.
The process [[∆]] represents the transition rules of the machine and is defined as
the parallel composition of the replicated processes encoding each transition rule. Formally, we have inductively [[∅]] = 0 and [[∆ ∪ {(q, s, j, q  )}]] = [[∆  {(q, s, j, q  )}]] |
![[(q, s, j, q  )]]. For each kind of transition rules:
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– [[(q, =, j, q  )]] = qt [q  [βjq .(in n.in a.out a.out n.out cj .in qt )]]

– [[(q, +, j, q  )]] = qt [i[βjq .Nq | in q  .out q  .out cj ]] with Nq =
n[outi.(!I | !D | ink | b[0] | q  [δq .in qt ])] and δq = in n.outn.outn.in i.outi.

– [[(q, −, j, q  )]] = qt [d[βjq .in n.in b.out b.Zq ]]
with Zq = z[out d.z  [out z.q  [out z  .out n.out k.in qt ]]]

where βjq is defined as the sequence of capabilities in q.out q.out qt .in cj .
Finally, the process PG plays the role of some garbage collector (using that !P | P is
structurally congruent to !P ): assuming that q 1 , . . . , q l are the states of the two-counters
machine, the process PG is defined as
!k[0] | !i[0] | !k[n[!I | !D | d[0] | z[0] | z  [0] | b[0]]] | !qt1 [q 1 [0]] | . . . | !qtl [q l [0]]
Note that at any step of the computation, because of the two subprocesses !k[out c0 ]
and !k[out c1 ] contained respectively in the ambients c0 and c1 , the process can always
perform a reduction step: a copy of k[out cj ] can ”jump” outside of the counter cj .
However, the resulting process k[0] is simply garbage-collected by the process PG .
Hence, the process would simply reduce into itself; therefore, we will not take any
longer into account these irrelevant reduction steps.
Let us now describe how the process [[(q, v0 , v1 )]] may evolve into another process
[[(q  , v0 , v1 )]] according to the transition rules of the two-counters machine. First, the
ambient q[in qt ] reduces with a sibling ambient qt . Note that a misleading reduction
with an ambient qt [q[0]] from the process PG may happen. If so, the computation is
stuck. If there exists a transition from the state q in the two-counter machine, then an
alternative reduction could occur with an ambient qt provided by ∆ leading to
qt [q[0] | η[βjq . . . . | . . .]] | c0 [. . .] | c1 [. . .] | [[∆]] | PG

with η ∈ {i, d, q  }

The sequence of capabilities βjq allows the transition which has the ”control” (i.e. qt
contains q[0]) to provide ”material” (represented as the ambient η) to treat the counter
addressed by this transition. Once, βjq is executed we obtain (assuming the transition
addresses the counter c0 ) c0 [η[. . .] | . . .] | c1 [. . .] | [[∆]] | PG with η ∈ {i, d, q  }.
Note that qt [q[0]] remaining at the top-level is garbage collected by PG . Now, the
reductions differ according to the kind of transition that was chosen (assuming the transition addresses the counter c0 , things being similar for c1 ):
• for (q, =, 0, q ): the ambient η[. . .] is q  [in n.in a.out a.out n.out c0 .in qt ]. If the
value of c0 is 0 then c0 contains an ambient n[a[0] | . . .]. The sequence of capabilities
inn.ina.outa.outn.outc0 can be executed and so, the next configuration is obtained.
Note that if V (v0 ) is not 0, then the process remains stuck as q can not execute its
capability in a.
• for (q, +, 0, q ): the ambient η[. . .] is i[Nq | in q  .out q  .out c0 ]] and the value
V (v0 ) of the form n[!I | . . .] is one if its siblings. Reminding that Nq = n[out i.(!I |
!D | ink | b[0] | q  [δq .inqt ])], we can see that Nq contains roughly an ambient n used
for incrementing and the successor state q  that will try to check that the incrementing
has been done properly.
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V (v0 ) executes the sequence I = in i.in n leading to an ambient c0

 

n[out i.(!I | !D | in k | b[0] | q  [δq .in qt ]) | V (v0 )]
c0 i
]
|
!k[out
c
0
| in q  .out q  .out c0
By executing out i from the top ambient n, one obtains
c0 [i[in q  .out q  .out c0 ] | n[V (v0 ) | !I | !D | in k | b[0] | q  [δq .in qt ]] | !k[out c0 ]]
At that point, we have almost V (v0 + 1) except the presence of q  in the top ambient
n. Then, by using δq = in n.out n.out n.in i.out i, q  notices that it has V (v0 ) as a
sibling (by executing in n.out n) and goes outside of n.
c0 [i[in q  .out q  .out c0 ] | q  [in i.out i.in qt ] | V (v0 + 1) | !k[out c0 ]]
The ambient i detects it has a sibling q  (by executing in q  .out q  ) and the ambient q 
enters i yielding c0 [i[out c0 | q  [out i.in qt ]] | V (v0 + 1) | !k[out c0 ]]. Then i goes
outside of c0 . So, the process is
i[q  [out i.in qt ]] | c0 [V (v0 + 1) | . . .] | c1 [V (v1 ) | . . .] | [[∆]] | PG
The ambient q  exits i, producing the process i[0] | q  [inqt ]. The process i[0] is garbagecollected by PG , and the result indeed corresponds to the process [[(q  , v0 + 1, v1 )]].
• for (q, −, 0, q ): the ambient η[. . .] is d[in n.in b.out b.Zq ]. If the value of V (v0 ) is
strictly positive then it is of the form n[b[0] | . . .]. Then d executes in n.in b.out b; the
contents of c0 is then c0 [n[d[Zq ] | V (v0 − 1) | !I | !D | in k | b[0]] | !k[out c0 ]].
Note that if V (v0 ) is 0, then the process remains stuck as d can not execute its
capability in b. The role of Zq is interact with V (v0 − 1) in order to trigger for this
latter the possibility to go outside of its surrounding ambient n. We recall that Zq =
z[out d.z  [out z.q  [out z  .out n.out k.in qt ]]] and that V (v0 − 1) contains at its toplevel D = in z.in z  .out z  .out n.0. The ambient z from Zq exits d; then, the ambient
V (v0 − 1) executes the capabilities in z.in z  from D and finally, z  leaves z. We reach
the following situation for the ambient z  :
z  [q  [out z  .out n.out k.in qt ] | n[out z  .out n | in k | . . .]]
The ambient n executes the remaining capabilities from D, that is out z  .out n; concurrently, the ambient q  exits z  . The contents of c0 is then
!k[out c0 ] | V (v0 − 1) | n[in k | !I | !D | b[] | d[] | z[] | z  [] | q  [out n.out k.in qt ]]
At that point, the value of the counter has been decremented; the rest of the computation
aims to ”clean up” the process allowing the computation to carry on. The ambient n
moves inside an ambient k[out c0 ]. So, we have in c0
!k[out c0 ] | V (v0 −1) | k[outc0 | n[!I | !D | b[] | d[] | z[] | z  [] | q  [outn.outk.inqt ]]]
In some arbitrary order, the ambient k (containing n) leaves the counter c0 and q  leaves
the ambient n.
k[n[!I | !D | b[] | d[] | z[] | z  []] | q  [out k.in qt ]] | c0 [V (v0 − 1) | ..] | c1 [V (v1 ) | ..]
| [[∆]] | PG
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Finally, the ambient q  exits k by executing its capability out k and the subprocess
k[n[!I | !D | b[0] | d[0] | z[0] | z  [0]]] is garbage-collected by the process PG . The
result indeed corresponds to the expected process [[(q  , v0 − 1, v1 )]].
We described above how the step relation of the two-counters machine can be simulated by some reductions of a process encoding some configuration. The sequences of
reductions we described for each kind of transition relations are not the only possible
ones for the process we considered. However, following some different sequences of
reduction would either lead to a stuck process or would produce only processes that do
not correspond to an encoding of the two-counters machine1. Our encoding is correct
in the following sense:
Proposition 1. For any two-counters machine M = (Q, qi , qf , ∆) and any arbitrary
natural v, M accepts v iff [[(qi , v, 0)]] →∗ [[(qf , 0, 0)]].
Hence, as an immediate consequence using Theorem 1:
Theorem 2. For any two arbitrary processes P, Q from the in/out ambient calculus,
it is undecidable to test whether P →∗ Q.
We believe that our encoding can easily be adapted to safe mobile ambients [14] from
which name restriction, communication, the capability open and the co-capability open
have been removed.
We claim that one of the sources of undecidability of the reachability problem is
the rule (Str Repl Copy) from the structural congruence. On one hand, this rule can be
used to exhibit a new process P from !P ; this creates new possible interactions through
reduction for this occurrence of P . On the other hand, it can be used to transform
!P | P into !P ; we used this feature in our encoding to provide a garbage-collecting
mechanism. Supporting our claim, we will see in the next section that if we drop this
second possibility, then the reachability problem becomes decidable.

4 The Reachability Problem for a Weaker Reduction Relation
In this section, we study the reachability problem for the in/out ambient calculus
equipped with a weaker reduction relation. We show that for this new reduction relation,
the reachability problem becomes decidable.
4.1 Definitions
The weaker reduction relation we consider here has been introduced in [1] 2 . Its main
feature is to turn the axiom defining replication, that is !P ≡ !P | P (Str Repl Copy),
into an (oriented) reduction rule !P → P | !P (wRed Repl).
We consider the weak structural congruence ∼
= defined as the least congruence relation over processes satisfying all the axioms defining ≡ except (Str Repl Copy). We
1

2

We prove this fact by defining a general shape matching all reachable processes and by applying an exhaustive inspection of all possibles reductions.
In [19], the iteration is also defined by means of a reduction rule, but for explicit recursion
instead of replication.
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called this structural congruence weak as obviously P ∼
= Q implies P ≡ Q whereas
the converse does not hold. Based on this weak structural congruence, we define a weak
reduction relation as the least relation satisfying the following axioms:
Weak Reduction: P →w Q
n[in m.P | Q] | m[R] →w m[n[P | Q] | R]
m[n[out m.P | Q] | R] →w n[P | Q] | m[R]
!P →w P | !P
P →w Q ⇒ P | R →w Q | R
P →w Q ⇒ n[P ] →w n[Q]
P ∼
= Q  ⇒ P  →w Q 
= P, P →w Q, Q ∼

(wRed In)
(wRed Out)
(wRed Repl)
(wRed Par)
(wRed Amb)
(wRed ∼
=)

This new reduction relation is strictly weaker than the one presented in Section 2:
Proposition 2. For all processes P, Q if P →∗w Q then P →∗ Q. Moreover, there exist
two processes P  and Q such that P  →∗ Q and P  →∗w Q .
Let us point out that if we consider additionally open capabilities and enrich the definition of →w with the rule open n.P | n[Q] →w P | Q (Red Open) then the reachability
problem for this weak reduction relation is undecidable: the encoding of the Post Correspondence Problem given in [7] provides a proof for this statement.
4.2 The Reachability Problem
We will show that the reachability problem is decidable for the weak reduction relation.
Theorem 3. For all processes S and T , it is decidable to test whether S →∗w T .
The rest of this section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 3. The main guidelines of
this proof are as follows: first, we introduce a notion of normal form for processes for
which we specialize the weak reduction relation; secondly, we show that the reachability
problem for two arbitrary processes can be expressed as the reachability problem on
their respective normal forms. Finally, we show how to reduce reachability problem for
normal forms into markings reachability in Petri nets, a problem known to be decidable.
• From weak reduction to weak reduction over normal forms: As done in [12,8],
we consider the axioms P | 0 ∼
= P , !0 ∼
= 0, !!P ∼
= !P and !(P | Q) ∼
= !P | !Q from the
∼
definition of =. We turn those axioms into a rewrite system W by orienting them from
left to right and we denote W the AC-rewrite relation induced by W (taking into
account associativity and commutativity for the parallel operator |). It can be shown
that the AC-rewrite relation W is terminating and confluent. Hence, for any process
P , there exists a unique (modulo associativity and commutativity for |) normal form P̃
of P wrt W . This implies also that ∼
= is decidable.
In the sequel we denote =AC the equality relation over processes modulo associativity and commutativity for the parallel operator |.
We introduce a new reduction relation for normal forms. In particular, we require
that any process in normal form is reduced to some normalized process. This reduction
relation is denoted  and is given in the table below:
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Q

n[in m.P ] | m[0]
m[n[P ]]
m[n[P ] | R]
if R = 0
n[in m.P ] | m[R]
m[n[Q]]
n[in m.0 | Q] | m[0]
m[n[Q] | R]
if R = 0
n[in m.0 | Q] | m[R]
m[n[P | Q]]
if P = 0
n[in m.P | Q] | m[0]
m[n[P | Q] | R]
if P = 0 and R = 0
n[in m.P | Q] | m[R]
n[P ] | m[0]
m[n[out m.P ]]
n[P ] | m[R]
m[n[out m.P ] | R]
n[Q] | m[0]
m[n[out m.0 | Q]]
n[Q] | m[R]
m[n[out m.0 | Q] | R]
n[P | Q] | m[0]
if P = 0
m[n[out m.P | Q]]
n[P | Q] | m[R]
if P = 0
m[n[out m.P | Q] | R]
P | !P
!P
!P | !P
!P
Q⇒P |R
Q|R
P
Q ⇒ n[P ]
n[Q]
P
Q, Q =AC Q ⇒ P 
Q
P  =AC P, P

(wRed In 1)
(wRed In 2)
(wRed In 3)
(wRed In 4)
(wRed In 5)
(wRed In 6)
(wRed Out 1)
(wRed Out 2)
(wRed Out 3)
(wRed Out 4)
(wRed Out 5)
(wRed Out 6)
(wRed Repl 1)
(wRed Repl 2)
(wRed Par)
(wRed Amb)
(wRed =AC )

Due to required normalization in presence of 0, several rules have been introduced for
reductions of the in and out capabilities; moreover, one rule has been added for the
reduction of replication; it aims to simulate the weak reduction !P ∼
= !!P →w !!P |
!P ∼
= !P | !P . It is easy to see that if P is in normal form and P  Q then Q is in
normal form as well. Moreover, we have the following property:
Proposition 3. For all processes P, Q, let P̃ , Q̃ be their respective normal forms. Then
P →∗w Q iff P̃ ∗ Q̃.
Proposition 3 states that the reachability problem for the weak reduction relation can
be reduced to a similar problem but restricted to normalized processes. This implies in
particular that the use of weak structural congruence has been replaced by the simpler 3
relation of equality modulo associativity and commutativity.
• From normal processes to Petri nets: We first show here how to build up a Petri
net from a normalized process: roughly speaking, this Petri net aims to encode all the
possible reductions over this process. We will show later how to use this Petri net to
solve the reachability problem for processes.
Note that applying a reduction over a process either increases the number of ambients in the process or leaves it unchanged: more precisely, when the rule (wRed Repl 1)
or (wRed Repl 2) is applied on some process R at some subprocess P containing an
ambient then the rule lets the number of ambients increased in the resulting process;
other kinds of reduction steps leave the number of ambients unchanged. As we want
to decide for two given normalized processes P and Q whether P ∗ Q, the target
process Q is fixed and the number of its ambients is known. Therefore, this can be
used to provide an upper-bound on the maximal number of applications of the rules
(wRed Repl 1) and (wRed Repl 2) when applied to some subprocess containing an ambient. A similar argument doesn’t hold for capabilities as they can be consumed by the
reduction rules for the in and out capabilities.
3

For equality modulo associativity and commutativity, every congruence class is finite.
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This remark leads us to split a process into several parts; intuitively, one of those
parts will be a context containing ambients whereas the other ones will be subprocesses
without ambients. An ambient context C is a process in which may occur some holes,
noted as 2. Moreover, we require that in any subcontext !C  of C, C  contains some ambient. Together with ambient contexts, we consider substitutions mapping occurrences
of holes to ambient-free processes. Hence, the application of one of these substitutions
to an ambient context yields a process.
We will need to refer to a precise occurrence of replication, ambient, capability or
hole 2 within an ambient context or a process. Therefore, we are going to introduce
a labeling for those objects to be able to distinguish any two of them. We assume for
that a countable set of labels. We say that a process P or an ambient context C is welllabeled if any label occurs at most once in P or C. For an ambient context C, we define
Amb(C) as the multiset of ambients in C.
A labeled transition system: for the reachability problem S ∗ T , we consider CS a
well-labeled ambient context as well as a mapping θS from the set of holes in CS to
labeled ambient-free processes of the form !P such that θS (CS ) is well-labeled and
θS (CS ) = S ignoring labels. We are going to describe as a labeled transition system
LS,T all possible reductions for the context CS : this includes reductions of replications
and capabilities contained in CS as well as capabilities and replications from processes
associated with the holes of the context.
We consider here a labeled transition system LS,T whose states are AC-equivalent
classes of ambient contexts (for simplicity, we often identify a state as one of the representants of its class). We also define a mapping θLS,T extending θS . Initially, LS,T
contains (the equivalence class of) CS as a unique state and θLS,T = θS . We iterate
the following construction steps until LS,T is unchanged (we assume that any reduction
through (wRed In i), (wRed Out i), (wRed Repl 1) and (wRed Repl 2) uses implicitly
(wRed Amb), (wRed Par) and (wRed =AC )):
1. for any ambient context C from LS,T , for any labeled capability capw n (cap ∈
{in, out}) in C if this capability can be executed using one of the rules (wRed In i)
or (wRed Out i) leading to some ambient context C  , then the state C  and a transition from C to C  labeled by capw n are added to LS,T .
2. for any ambient context C from LS,T , for any labeled replication !w in C such that
this replication can be reduced using the rule (wRed Repl 1) (resp. (wRed Repl 2)),
we define the ambient context C  as follows: C  is identical to C except that the
subcontext !w Ca in C is replaced by !w Ca | γ(Ca ) (resp. !w Ca | γ(!w Ca )) in C  ;
the mapping γ relabels Ca (resp. !w Ca ) with fresh labels, that is labels occurring
neither in some other state of the currently built transition system LS,T nor in the
currently built θLS,T ; moreover, we require that C  is well-labeled. If Amb(C  ) ⊆
w
Amb(T ) then the state C  and a transition from C to C  labeled by !w
➀ (resp. !➁ )

are added to LS,T . Additionally, we define θLS,T as an extension of θLS,T such that







(γ(2w )) and θLS,T (2w ) are identical ignoring labels,
for all 2w in Ca , (i) θL
S,T



(γ(2w )) are fresh in the currently built transition system LS,T
(ii) labels in θL
S,T


and in θLS,T and (iii) θL
(C  ) is well-labeled. Finally, we set θLS,T to θL
.
S,T
S,T
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!1➀

!2➀
!1➁

in m

n[2] | m[0]
!2➁

a

out m

!2➁
m[n[2]]
b
!1➁
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!1➀
!2➀

Fig. 1. A labeled transition system for the process n[!1 in m.!2 out m.0] | m[0]
3. for any ambient context C from LS,T , for any labeled hole 2w in C and for any

capability capw n (with cap ∈ {in, out}) in the process θLS,T (2w ), we consider
the ambient context Cm identical to C except that 2w in C has been replaced by


2w | capw n.0 in Cm . If this capability capw n can be executed in Cm using one
of the rules (wRed In i) or (wRed Out i) leading to some ambient context C  , then

the state C  and a transition from C to C  labeled by capw n are added to LS,T .
4. for any ambient context C from LS,T , for any labeled hole 2w in C associated


by θLS,T with a process of the form !w P , if the replication !w can be reduced in

the process θLS,T (C) using the rule (wRed Repl 1), then for any replication !w in

θLS,T (2w ), two transitions from C to itself, the first one labeled by !w
➀ and the
w 
second one by !➁ are added to LS,T .
It should be noticed that in step 2 the reduction of a replication contained in the ambient context by means of the rule (wRed Repl 1) or (wRed Repl 2) is done only when
the number of ambients in the resulting process is smaller than the number of ambients in the target process T . This requirement is crucial as it implies that the transition
system LS,T has only finitely many states.
As an example, we give in Figure 1 the labeled transition system associated with
the process n[!1 in m.!2 out m.0] | m[0] (we omit in this process unnecessary labels).
One can also notice that the labeled transitions in LS,T for replications and capabilities from the ambient context correspond effectively to reductions performed on
processes. Things are different for transitions corresponding to replications and capabilities contained in processes associated with holes, as shown in steps 3 and 4: these
transitions are applied for any kind of those capabilities or replications independently
of the fact that they are effectively at this point available to perform a transition.
We will solve this first by giving a model of processes corresponding to holes as
Petri nets and then by synchronizing our two models: the Petri nets and the labeled
transition system LS,T .
From ambient-free processes to Petri nets: we show here how to build a Petri net from
a labeled ambient-free process different from 0. For a set E, we denote E(E) the set of
all multisets that can be built with elements from E. We recall that a Petri net is given
by a 5-tuple (P, Pi , T , Pre, Post) such that P is a finite set of places, Pi ⊆ P is a set
of initial places, T is a finite set of transitions and Pre, Post : T → E(P) are mappings
from transitions to multisets of places. We say that an ambient-free process is rooted if
it is of the form capw n.P for cap ∈ {in, out} or of the form !w P . We define PN P
the Petri net associated with some rooted process P as follows: places for PN P are
precisely rooted subprocesses of P , and P itself is the unique initial place. Transitions
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!1➁
1

!2➁
2

1
1

!1➀
1

!1 in m.!2 out m.0

1

1

in m.!2 out m.0

in m

2
1

1

!2➀
1

!2 out m.0

1

1

out m

out m.0

Fig. 2. A Petri net for the process !1 in m.!2 out m.0


w
are defined as the set of all capabilities in w n, out w n occurring in P and of all !w
➀ ,!➁
w
for replications ! occurring in P . Finally, Pre and Post are defined for all transitions as
follows (for cap ∈ {in, out}):

– Pre(capw n) = {capw n.0} and Post(capw n) = ∅ if capw n.0 is a place in PN P .
– Pre(capw n) = {capw n.(P1 | . . . | Pk )} and Post(capw n) = {P1 , . . . , Pk } if
capw n.(P1 | . . . | Pk ) is a place in PN P (P1 , . . . , Pk being rooted processes).
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
– Pre(!w
➀ ) = Pre(!➁ ) = {! P }, Post(!➀ ) = {! P, P } and Post(!➁ ) = {! P, ! P } if
w
! P is a place in PN P .
For !1 in m.!2 out m.0, we obtain the Petri net given in Figure 2.
We will denote PN 2w the Petri net PN (θLS,T (2w )), that is the Petri net corresponding to the rooted ambient-free process associated with 2w by θLS,T .
We will show now how to combine the transition system LS,T and the Petri nets
PN 2w into one single Petri net.
Combining the transition system and Petri nets: We first turn the labeled transition
system LS,T into a Petri net PN L = (PL , PLi , TL , PreL , PostL ). PL is the set of states
of LS,T . PLi is a singleton set containing the state corresponding to CS , the ambient
context of S. The set of transitions TL is the set of triples (s, l, s ) where s, s are states
from LS,T with a transition labeled with l from s to s in LS,T . For all transitions
t = (s, l, s ), Pre(t) = {s} and Post(t) = {s }.
i
We define the Petri net PN S,T = (PS,T , PS,T
, TS,T , PreS,T , PostS,T ) as follows:
places (resp. initial places) from PN S,T are the union of places (resp. initial places)
of PN L and of each of the Petri nets PN 2w (for 2w occurring in one of the states of
LS,T ). Transitions of PN S,T are precisely transitions from PN L . The mappings PreS,T
and PostS,T are defined as follows: for all transitions t (t being of the form (a, f, b)),
(i) PreS,T (t) = {a} and PostS,T (t) = {b} if f doesn’t occur as a transition in any
of the PN 2w ’s (for 2w occurring in one of the states of LS,T ) and (ii) PreS,T (t) =
{a} ∪ Pre2w (f ) and PostS,T (t) = {b} ∪ Post2w (f ) if f is a transition of PN 2w (Pre2w
(resp. Post2w ) being the mapping Pre (resp. Post) of PN 2w ).
We depict in Figure 3 the combination of the labeled transition system from Figure
1 and the Petri net from Figure 2.
Deciding reachability: We recall that for a Petri net PN = (P, Pi , T , Pre, Post), a
marking m is multiset from E(P). We say that a transition t is enabled by a marking m
if Pre(t) ⊆ m. Firing the enabled transition t for the marking m gives the marking m
defined as m = (m  Pre(t)) ∪ Post(t) (where  stands for the multiset difference).
A marking m is reachable from m if there exists a sequence m0 , . . . , mk of markings
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1

b, !2➀ , b

1

2

1

b, !2➁ , b

1

Fig. 3. The Petri net for the labeled process n[!1 in m.!2 out m.0] | m[0]
such that m0 = m, mk = m and for each mi , mi+1 , there exists an enabled transition
for mi whose firing gives mi+1 .
Theorem 4. [15] For all Petri nets P , for all markings m, m for P , one can decide
whether m is reachable from m.
For the reachability problem S ∗ T , we consider the Petri net PN S,T and the initial
i
marking mS defined as mS = PS,T
. In Figure 3 is depicted the initial marking for the
process n[!1 in m.!2 out m.0] | m[0].
It should be noticed that for any marking m reachable from mS , m contains exactly one occurrence of a place from PL . Roughly speaking, to any reachable marking
corresponds exactly one ambient context. Moreover, the firing of one transition in the
Petri net PN S,T simulates a reduction from . Thus, markings reachable from ms
correspond to normalized processes reachable from S.
We define now MT , the set of markings of PN S,T corresponding to T . Intuitively,
a marking m belongs to MT if m contains exactly one occurrence C of a place from
PL (that is, representing some ambient context) and in the context C, the holes can be
replaced with ambient-free processes to obtain T . Moreover, each of those replicationfree processes must correspond to a marking of the sub-Petri net associated with the
hole it fills up. Formally, MT is the set of markings m for PN S,T satisfying: (i) there
exists exactly one ambient context Cm in m, (ii) ignoring labels, σm (Cm ) is equal to
T modulo AC, for the substitution σm from holes 2w occurring in Cm to ambientfree processes defined as: σm (2w ) = P1 | . . . | Pk for {P1 , . . . , Pk } the multiset
corresponding to the restriction of m to the places of PN 2w and (iii) for all holes 2w
occurring in some state of the transition system LS,T but not in Cm , the restriction of
m to places of PN 2w is precisely the set of initial places from PN 2w .
Proposition 4. For the Petri net PN S,T built from a problem ”S ∗ T ”, there are
only finitely many markings corresponding to T , and their set MT can be computed.
The correctness of our reduction is stated in the following proposition which together
with Theorem 4 implies Theorem 3:
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Proposition 5. For all normalized processes S, T , S ∗ T iff there exists a marking
mT from MT such that mT is reachable from mS in PN S,T .

5 On Decision Problems of Name-Convergence and
Model-Checking
In this section, we investigate two problems closely related to reachability : the nameconvergence problem and the model-checking problem.
5.1 The Name-Convergence Problem
A process P converges to a name n if there exists a process P  such that P reduces
to P  and P  is structurally congruent to n[Q] | R (for some processes Q, R) [10].
The name-convergence problem is, given some process P and some name n, to decide
whether P converges to the name n. We are going to show that this problem is not
decidable for the two versions of the calculus we have considered so far.
In Section 3, we define the acceptance of an integer v by a two-counters machine
M when (qi , v, 0) ∗M (qf , 0, 0) where qi , qf are respectively the initial and the final
states of the machine M and ∗M is the reflexive-transitive closure of the step relation defined by the machine M. This acceptance condition can be weakened as follows: we say that M accepts v if there exists two natural numbers v1 , v2 such that
(qi , v, 0) ∗M (qf , v1 , v2 ). It is well-known that those two acceptance conditions lead
to equally expressive two-counters machines [17].
Reconsidering the encoding given in Section 3, it can be proved that
Proposition 6. For any two-counters machine M = (Q, qi , qf , ∆) and any natural v,
the process [[(qi , v, 0)]] converges to the name qf iff there exist two natural numbers
v1 , v2 , such that [[(qi , v, 0)]] →∗ [[(qf , v1 , v2 )]].
Now, for the weak calculus, it can be shown that
Proposition 7. For all naturals v, v1 , v2 , if [[(qi , v, 0)]] →∗ [[(qf , v1 , v2 )]] then there
exists a process R such that [[(qi , v, 0)]] →∗w [[(qf , v1 , v2 )]] | R.
Thus, using the fact that the acceptance of a natural number by an arbitrary twocounters machine is undecidable and Propositions 6 and 7, it holds that
Theorem 5. The name-convergence problem is undecidable both for the in/out ambient calculus and for the weak in/out ambient calculus.
5.2 The Model-Checking Problem
The model-checking problem is to decide whether an ambient process satisfies (that is,
is a model of) a given formula. Formulas that we consider here are the ones from the
ambient logic [4]. The ambient logic is a modal logic used to specify properties of an
ambient process; those modalities allow to speak both about time (that is, how a process
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can evolve by reduction) and space (that is, what is the shape of the tree description of
a process). We will not describe the full logic, but focus on features of our interest.
Any process P satisfies the formula T. A process P satisfies the formula ♦ϕ if P
can be reduced to some process Q (P →∗ Q or P →∗w Q, depending on the considered
calculus) such that Q satisfies the formula ϕ. A process P satisfies the formula n[ϕ] if
P is structurally congruent to some process n[Q] (P ≡ n[Q] or P ∼
= n[Q], depending
on the considered calculus) and Q satisfies ϕ. Finally, a process P satisfies the formula
ϕ | ψ if P is congruent to some process Q | R and Q, R satisfy respectively ϕ and ψ.
Proposition 8. A process P converges to the name n iff P satisfies ♦(n[T] | T).
Using Theorem 5 and Proposition 8, we have
Theorem 6. The model-checking problem for the in/out ambient calculus and for the
weak in/out ambient calculus against the ambient logic is undecidable.
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